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Foreword
In 2001, ASTM Committee E31 decided to restructure its operations, with the intent of focusing on
standards-development issues such as security, privacy, and the electronic health record. Part of the
reorganization plan was to transfer responsibility for E31.13 standards to NCCLS.
Following this transfer, nine standards (formerly ASTM E792; E1029; E1238; E1246; E1381; E1394;
E1466; E1639; and E2118) were redesignated as NCCLS standards LIS1 through LIS9. This collection of
former ASTM standards provides a wide variety of information relating to clinical laboratory computer
systems. Some included documents are of general interest as reference sources; others represent
specifications of primary importance to instrument manufacturers. LIS2 is a revision of the former ASTM
E1394-97.
The Area Committee on Automation and Informatics has assumed responsibility for maintaining the
documents and will revise or update each document in accord with the NCCLS Administrative
Procedures. The area committee prioritized LIS2-A as the first standard from this collection to be
updated, incorporated into the NCCLS document template, and advanced through the NCCLS consensus
process. The area committee will revise other documents in the series in a similar manner.
With the transfer of the former ASTM standards, the Area Committee on Automation and Informatics has
expanded its Mission Statement to include laboratory information systems. In the future, the area
committee will develop additional standards addressing informatics issues as well as issues related to the
integration of patient clinical data.
The revisions in this version of the LIS2 standard are intended to delineate this document from the former
ASTM version of this standard. The title and text have been revised throughout to indicate that this
standard applies to clinical laboratory instruments. The term computer has been replaced with the term
information to better reflect the current terminology (i.e., LIS).
Key Words
Component field, delimiter, field, message, record, repeat field
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Specification for Transferring Information Between Clinical Laboratory
Instruments and Information Systems; Approved Standard—Second Edition
1

Scope

This standard covers the two-way digital transmission of remote requests and results between clinical
laboratory instruments and information systems. It is intended to document the common conventions
required for the interchange of clinical results and patient data between clinical laboratory instruments
and information systems. This standard specifies the message content for transferring information
between a clinical laboratory instrument and an information system. It enables any two such systems to
establish a logical link for communicating text to send result, request, or demographic information in a
standardized and interpretable form. This standard does not necessarily apply to general analytical
instruments in an industrial analytical setting, or to a research and development setting.
This standard is intended to apply to the structure of messages exchanged between clinical laboratory
instruments and information systems by means of defined communications protocols. Low-level
communications protocols and data transfer requirements are beyond the scope of this standard. A
separate specification is available detailing a standard for low-level data transfer communications (see
NCCLS document LIS1—Standard Specification for Low-Level Protocol to Transfer Messages Between
Clinical Laboratory Instruments and Computer Systems).
This standard specifies the conventions for structuring the content of the message and for representing the
data elements contained within those structures. It is applicable to all text-oriented clinical
instrumentation. It has been specifically created to provide common conventions for interfacing
computers and instruments in a clinical setting. It would also be applicable to interfacing instruments in
clinical practice settings, such as physicians’ offices, clinics, and satellite laboratories. The intended users
of this standard are developers of clinical laboratory information systems and clinical laboratory
managers.

2

Definitions

Battery – A group of tests ordered together, for example, an admitting battery; NOTES: a) The term
battery is used in the document synonymously with the term profile or panel; b) The test elements within
a battery may be characteristic of a single physiologic system, for example, liver function tests, or many
different physiologic systems; c) The battery is simply a convention by which a user can order multiple
tests by specifying a single name.
Component field – A single data element or data elements which express a finer aggregate or extension
of data elements which precede it, for example, parts of a field or repeat field entry; NOTES: a) As an
example, the patient’s name is recorded as last name, first name, and middle initial, each of which is
separated by a component delimiter; b) Components cannot contain repeat fields.
Download – Data transmitted from an information system to a clinical instrument.
Field – One specific attribute of a record which may contain aggregates of data elements further refining
the basic attribute.
Message – A textual body of information consisting of a header (H) record through a message terminator
(L) record.
Record – An aggregate of fields describing one aspect of the complete message.
An NCCLS global consensus standard. ©NCCLS. All rights reserved.
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Repeat field – A single data element which expresses a duplication of the field definition it is repeating;
NOTE: It is used for demographics, requests, orders and the like, where each element of a repeat field is
to be treated as having equal priority or standing to associated repeat fields.
Test – A qualitative, semiqualitative, quantitative, or semiquantitative procedure for detecting the
presence of, or measuring the quantity of an analyte.
Upload – Data transmitted from a clinical instrument to an information system.

3

Significance and Use

This standard provides for two-way transmission, allowing for data flow in either direction. It provides
for sending demographic and test information to or from clinical instruments. This document has
sufficient flexibility to permit the addition of fields to existing record types or the creation of new record
types to accommodate new test and reporting methodologies.
This document is related to NCCLS document LIS5—Standard Specification for Transferring Clinical
Observations Between Independent Computer Systems. Both standards use positional convention to
define the structure of messages that exchange information about clinical test requests and results. The set
of conventions specifies a hierarchical set of records in which the records higher in the hierarchy contain
information that is common to all records lower in the hierarchy and thus avoids redundancy in linking
data together. The positional convention is simple and direct to implement, requiring only a sequence of
strings, each having variable length-delimited fields which are positionally specified.
NCCLS document LIS5—Standard Specification for Transferring Clinical Observations Between
Independent Computer Systems, in its entirety, is not appropriate for use as a clinical instrument to
information system interface. The conventions of NCCLS document LIS5 regarding record types and the
organization of data elements within the records have been adhered to as closely as possible to ensure that
common data elements defined there and used within instruments are specified as closely as possible.
This facilitates the use of this standard consistent with NCCLS document LIS5 in a number of settings.
There are three compelling reasons for developing a separate standard which deviates from NCCLS
document LIS5.
The scope of NCCLS document LIS5 is specifically targeted to accommodate information transfer
between two independent information systems requiring shared patient demographic and test result data.
NCCLS document LIS5 contains extensive requirements and limitations, much of which may be of little,
if any, use by clinical instrument systems. Further, clinical instruments have test- and instrument-specific
requirements outside the scope of NCCLS document LIS5 and, as such, are not available within the
existing NCCLS document LIS5.
The structure of NCCLS document LIS5 provides great flexibility in the ordering and reporting of test
results and patient demographics. While this is appropriate for use by advanced information systems of
equivalent rank, NCCLS document LIS5 clearly falls beyond the technical limitations of many clinical
laboratory instruments. This document attempts to identify and simplify all complex data structures and
interface procedures and, where practical, restrict multiple procedural options to single procedures
appropriate for the clinical instrument setting. Further, this document has attempted to assign a
master/slave hierarchy where conflicts may occur, assigning appropriate responsibility for data handling
or reporting operations to the party (clinical instrument or information system) better able to process a
particular task. For example, in all cases involving the ordering or reporting of tests, the instrument
manufacturer is solely responsible for assigning the test and result ID numbers (see Section 5.6.1). These
reductions in flexibility directly result in increased structure and clarity, which is deemed more
appropriate for ensuring successful interface implementation within the clinical instrument setting.
2
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NCCLS document LIS5 was developed independent of data protocol and transfer considerations. NCCLS
document LIS5 uses maximum field and record lengths. Combined with its record level checksum and
error recovery facilities, NCCLS document LIS5 may be implemented without a data protocol layer. By
contrast, this message-content specification has been developed in cooperative effort with a correlative
low-level data transfer and protocol specification. While each specification (message-content and lowlevel protocol) is designed to be independently implemented and maintained, the message-content
specification presumes that a protocol layer exists that will handle record blocking/deblocking, error
detection and recovery, and other associated data transport tasks. As such, all protocol level operations
and limitations existing in NCCLS document LIS5 are not applicable, and therefore not included in this
document.

4
4.1

Information Requirements in Clinical Testing
General Approach

Messages may contain one or more requests/results for one or more patients. Tests may be requested as
groups of many individual tests. These groups are referred to as “batteries.” Examples of batteries are
tests produced on a multichannel analyzer, such as a basic metabolic profile (BMP), physiological
groupings of tests (such as liver function tests) and minimal inhibitory concentration tests (MICs) in
microbiology testing. The fact that a series of tests is contained in a battery does not imply that they are
all performed on the same analytic instrument.
Messages consist of a hierarchy of records of various types. Records at level zero contain information
pertaining to the sender identification and completion of transmission. Records at level one of the
hierarchy contain information about individual patients. Records at level two contain information about
test order requests and specimens. Records at level three contain information about test results.
Comment records may be inserted at any level in the hierarchy. A comment record always relates to the
immediately preceding patient, order, result, scientific, or manufacturer information record. Therefore, if
a comment record were to follow a patient record (level one), then that comment record would be treated
as a level two record. A comment record may not follow the message terminator record.
Manufacturer information records may be inserted at any level in the hierarchy. This record type always
relates to the immediately preceding patient, order, result, scientific, or comment record. Therefore, if a
manufacturer information record were to follow a patient record (level one), then the record would be
treated as a level two record. This record may not follow the message terminator record.
Additional record types are the request-information record and the terminator record. The requestinformation record provides for the request of demographics or test results to or from the clinical
instrument for specified patients, specimens, tests, and dates, and the like. The message terminator record
must be the very last record of the message.
The smallest element of information in any record is the field, containing a single item of information,
such as a date, a patient name, or a numeric test result.
The test order record contains information about ordering a single test, test battery, or a series of tests or
batteries, as discussed in Sections 5.5.3 and 8.
Most of the record types are related to each other in a definite hierarchy. At level zero is the message
header and message terminator. At level one is the patient record, the request-information record, and the
scientific record. At level two is the test order record. At level three is the result record. The comment and
manufacturer information records do not have an assigned level.
An NCCLS global consensus standard. ©NCCLS. All rights reserved.
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A sequence of patient records, order records, or result records at one level is terminated by the appearance
of a record type of the same or higher level. Thus, a sequence of results for one battery of tests is
terminated by the next test order, patient, manufacturer information, request information, or message
terminator record.
An order record may never appear without a preceding patient record, and a result record may never
appear without a preceding order record.
When an order is transmitted, it must be preceded by a patient record. All orders that follow apply to the
patient in the preceding patient record. When a result is transmitted, it must be preceded by an order
record and a patient record to maintain the prescribed hierarchy.
Each instrument manufacturer adhering to this standard may decide which fields are applicable for their
particular application with the exception of those fields necessary to identify the record type or parse
individual fields. Thus, the need to send the hierarchy of records need not generate large messages.

4.2

Logical Structure of the Message Level Protocol (See Figure 1.)

4.2.1 Logical Information Storage Requirements
In order to determine buffering requirements, both transmitter and receiver must use common rules for
storing transmitted data in order to ensure proper error logging and error recovery procedures (see Section
4.2.2). Since data content is structured in a hierarchical fashion, any decremental change in the
hierarchical level shall trigger storage of all data transmitted prior to said level change. This rule may be
considered as the minimal implementation. Data may be saved at more frequent intervals at the receiver’s
option (see Figure 2).
4.2.2 Logical Transmission Error Recovery Requirements
Transmission line failure, determined at the transmission protocol level, requires a mechanism for
restarting the incomplete message. If a transmission failure occurs, transmission shall restart at the last
logical record not presumed saved as outlined in Section 4.2.1. Procedures for determining time before
retransmission or maximum number of retransmissions are not within the scope of this document. In
order to fulfill hierarchical record level requirements, all logical records necessary to reach the restart
record point must be repeated prior to transmitting the record where line failure originally occurred. Using
the transmission example as given in Section 4.2.1 and as outlined in Figure 2, the following record
recovery examples would be valid.

4
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Line Failure Occurs At:
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q

5
5.1

Requires Retransmission Of:
A
A, B
A, B, C
A, B, C, D
A, B, C, D, E
A, B, E, F
A, B, E, F, G
A, G, H
A, G, H, I
A, G, H, I, J
A, G, H, I, J, K
A, G, H, I, J, K, L
A, G, H, L, M
A, G, M, N
A, N, O
A, N, O, P
A, N, O, P, Q

Message Content—General Considerations
Character Codes

All data shall be represented as eight-bit, single-byte, coded graphic character values as defined in ISO
8859-1:1987.1 The eight-bit values, within the range from 0 to 127 of ISO 8859-1:19871 correspond to the
ASCII standard character set. Values from 0 to 31 are disallowed with the exception of 7 (BEL), 9
(Horizontal tab), 11 (Vertical tab), and 13 (CR), where 13 is reserved as a record terminator. Values from
32 to 126 and from 128 to 254 are allowed. Values 127 and 255 are also not allowed. It is the
responsibility of the instrument vendor and information system vendor to understand the representation of
any extended or alternate character set being used. As an example, the numeric value 13.5 would be sent
as four-byte value characters 13.5 or Latin-1(49), Latin-1(51), Latin-1(46), and Latin-1(53).
Allowed Characters:
Disallowed Characters:

7, 9, 11, 12, 13, 32 to 126, 128 to 254
0 to 6, 8, 10, 14 to 31, 127, 255

Within text data fields, only the Latin-1 characters 32 to 126 and the undefined characters 128 to 254 are
permitted as usable characters (excluding those used as delimiter characters in a particular transmission).
Furthermore, all characters used as delimiters in a particular transmission are excluded from the permitted
range. The sender is responsible for screening all text data fields to ensure that the text does not contain
those delimiters. Unless otherwise stated, contents of data fields shall be case sensitive.

5.2

Maximum Field Lengths

This specification assumes that all fields are variable in length. No storage is allocated (except for the
delimiter) for a null field. When, for example, ten characters of data are entered within a field, only ten
characters will be used. This specification does not define a maximum length for any field or record and
relies upon the receiver’s buffering capabilities, and the logical layer’s transport facilities, to parse
information into workable lengths for transmission and processing purposes. It is the responsibility of the
instrument vendor and information system vendor to agree on any arbitrary field or record truncation that
may need to be imposed. It is recommended that the instrument vendor provide documentation disclosing
any field or record limits that will be mandated by the clinical instrument.
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Maximum Record Length

There is no imposed maximum record length.

5.4

Delimiters

Alphanumeric characters should not be used as delimiters, because they are likely to appear within field
content. Moreover, some alphabetic characters have special uses as follows:
H, P, O, R, C, Q, S, L, M
. Latin-1(46)
, Latin-1(44)
S, P, R, C
L, H, <, >, N, U, D, B, W
C, P, F, X, I, O

record type IDs
decimal point (period)
comma
priority codes
result codes
result status

For the purpose of providing examples, the following delimiters are used in this specification:
Field delimiter = vertical bar (|) Latin-1(124)
Repeat delimiter = backslash (\) Latin-1(96)
Component delimiter = caret (^) Latin-1(94)
Escape delimiter = ampersand (&) Latin-1(38)
5.4.1 Record Delimiter
Carriage return (13) shall be the delimiter for the end of any of the defined record types.
5.4.2 Field Delimiter
A single allowable character as defined in Section 5.1, excluding Latin-1(13) (carriage return), shall
separate adjacent fields. The field delimiter is variable and defined in the message header. The same
delimiter must be used in all records following a header and preceding a message terminator record.
5.4.3 Repeat Delimiter
A repeat delimiter is a single allowable character as defined in Section 5.1, excluding Latin-1(13) and the
value for the field delimiter defined in Section 5.4.2. The repeat delimiter must be defined in the message
header and is used to separate variable numbers of descriptors for fields containing parts of equal
members of the same set.
5.4.4 Component Delimiter
A component delimiter is a single allowable character as defined in Section 5.1, excluding Latin-1(13)
and the field and repeat delimiter values. The component delimiter is used to separate data elements of
fields of a hierarchical or qualifier nature. For example, the street, city, state, zip, etc. of an address field
would be separated by component delimiters.
5.4.5 Escape Delimiter
An escape delimiter is a single allowable character, as defined in Section 5.1, excluding Latin-1(13) and
the field, repeat, and component delimiter values. The escape delimiter is used within text fields to signify
special case operations. Applications of the escape delimiter are optional and may be used or ignored at
6
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the discretion of either the transmitter or the receiver. However, all applications are required to accept the
escape delimiter and use it to correctly parse fields within the record.
5.4.5.1

Use of Escape Delimiter

The escape delimiter may be used to signal certain special characteristics of portions of a text field (e.g.,
imbedded delimiters, line feed, carriage return). An escape sequence consists of the escape delimiter
character followed by a single escape code ID (listed below), followed by zero or more data characters
followed by another (closing) occurrence of the escape delimiter character. No escape sequence may
contain a nested escape sequence. The following escape sequences are predefined.
&H&
&N&
&F&
&S&
&R&
&E&
&Xhhhh&

start highlighting text
normal text (end highlighting)
imbedded field delimiter character
imbedded component field delimiter character
imbedded repeat field delimiter character
imbedded escape delimiter character
hexadecimal data

NOTE: Any number of hexadecimal digits (0 to 9, A to F) may follow (that is, &XA& could equal line
feed).
&Zcccc&

Local (manufacturer-defined) escape sequence

NOTE: Any number of legal characters may follow.
5.4.6 Specification of Delimiters
The actual delimiters to be employed in a given transmission shall be specified in the header message. It
is the responsibility of the sender to avoid the inclusion of any delimiter characters within the field
contents. The receiving information system will determine what characters to use by reading the
specifications of the header it receives. See Section 5.4 for examples of delimiters used for this document.
5.4.7 Delimiters for Null Values
Fields shall be identified by their position, obtained by counting field delimiters from the front of the
record. This position-sensitive identification procedure requires that when the contents of the field are
null, its corresponding field delimiter must be included in the record to ensure that the i'th field can be
found by counting (i–1) delimiters. Delimiters are not included for trailing null fields; that is, if the tenth
field was the last field containing data, the record could terminate after the tenth field, and therefore
would contain only nine delimiters.
5.4.8 Fields of No Concern to the Receiving System
Transmitted records may include more fields than are required by a receiving system. When processing a
message, the receiving system may ignore any field it does not require. Fields must always be transmitted,
however, in the positional order specified.
5.4.9 Fields with Null Values
A system may transmit a null value for a field because: 1) it does not know the value; 2) it knows the
value is irrelevant to the receiving system; or 3) the value has not changed since the last transmission, or
any combination thereof. To exemplify the third case, a laboratory within a tightly linked hospital
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network may never transmit the patient’s birthdate, sex, or race in the patient record when transmitting the
order and result records to the requesting system, because it knows that the hospital registry system
always broadcasts new or changed patient data to the receiving system.
Because the sending system can use null values to indicate no change, a null value does not overwrite
existing data in the receiving system. In rare circumstances, for example, if a system erroneously sent a
patient’s birthdate when the birthdate was actually unknown, the receiving system should replace its
existing value for a field with a null value.
A field containing only a pair of double quotes (Latin-1(34)) should be treated as an instruction to the
receiver that the existing contents pertaining to that field definition should be deleted.
The use of null fields to default to previous values is discouraged, especially in the case of specimen
numbers, where it can cause significant ambiguity. This section is retained for compatibility with previous
versions of this standard. The vendor must document the behavior of the handling of null fields by the
interface.

5.5

Data Record Usage Overview

Data shall be exchanged in records of different types. Each record is introduced by field (number one)
identifying the record type, and terminated by a carriage return. The following record types are defined.
NOTE: The record type ID field shall be case insensitive.
5.5.1 Message Header Record (H)
This record shall contain information about the sender and the receiver, that is, it shall identify the
instrument(s) and the information systems whose records are being exchanged. It also defines the field,
repeat field, and component field delimiter characters.
5.5.2 Patient Identifying Record (P)
This record type contains information about an individual patient.
5.5.3 Test Order Record (O)
When sent from the information system to the instrument, this record shall represent a test order and may
be followed by one or more result records which would contain information pertinent to the test being
ordered. When sent by the instrument to the information system, it shall provide information about the
specimen/test request, and may be followed by result records (at least one record for each test within the
ordered batteries).
5.5.4 Result Record (R)
Each result record shall contain the results of a single analytic determination.
5.5.5 Comment Record (C)
Comment records shall apply to any other record except the message trailer record. They may be free
standing messages sent to or from the instrument, unrelated to a particular patient or test procedure.

8
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5.5.6 Request Information Record (Q)
This record shall be used to request information for new tests, tests previously ordered, and possibly tests
previously reported. A single request information record may request demographic information, or results
for an individual test, multiple tests, or all tests for a single date, a series of dates, or a range of dates, or
both, and for an individual patient, group of patients, individual specimens, groups of specimens, etc.
5.5.7 Scientific Record (S)
This record shall be used to exchange results between clinical sites for the purposes of proficiency testing
or method development.
5.5.8 Manufacturer Information Record (M)
This record, which is similar to the comment record, may be used to send complex structures where use of
the existing record types would not be appropriate. The fields within this record type are defined by the
manufacturer.

5.6

Common Field Types

5.6.1 Universal Test ID
This field is defined as a four-part field with provisions to further define the test identification via use of
component fields. The test ID field is used to identify a test or battery name. The four parts which are
defined below are the universal test identifier, the test name, the test identifier type, and the manufacturerdefined test code. All test ID parts must be separated by a component delimiter and are position
dependent. As an example, additional information which may be included in this field type are instrument
ID, organism ID (for sensitivity tests), well number, cup number, location number, tray number, bar-code
number, etc. It is the responsibility of the instrument manufacturer to define the data content of the test ID
field. When the test ID is used in the result record, there must be sufficient information within the test ID
field to determine the relationship of the test result to the test, battery, or batteries ordered.
5.6.1.1

Universal Test ID (Part 1)

This is the first component of the test ID field. This field is currently unused but reserved for the
application of a universal test identifier code (LOINC Codes), should one system become available for
use at a future time.
5.6.1.2

Universal Test ID Name (Part 2)

This would be the test or battery name associated with the universal test ID code described in Section
5.6.1.1.
5.6.1.3

Universal Test ID Type (Part 3)

In the case where multiple national or international coding schemes exist, this field may be used to
determine what coding scheme is employed in the test ID and test ID name fields.
5.6.1.4

Manufacturer’s or Local Code (Part 4)

This is the code defined by the manufacturer. This code may be a number, characters, or a multiple test
designator based on manufacturer-defined delimiters (that is, AK.23.34-B). Extensions or qualifiers to
this code may be followed by subsequent component fields which must be defined and documented by the
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manufacturer. For example, this code may represent a three-part identifier such as—Dilution ˆ Diluent
ˆ Description.
5.6.2 Dates and Times
In all cases, dates shall be recorded in the YYYYMMDD format as required by ANSI X3.30.2 December
1, 1989 would be represented as 19891201. When times are transmitted, they shall be represented as
HHMMSS, and shall be linked to dates as specified by ANSI X3.43.3 Date and time together shall be
specified as up to a 14-character string: YYYYMMDDHHMMSS.
5.6.2.1

Time Zone

The time zone may be optionally appended to the date/time field in the format + HHMM or − HHMM as
appropriate. The default time zone is that of the sender.
5.6.3 Telephone Numbers
Phone numbers shall be recorded as free text, which may contain extensions such as area code, country
code, beeper number, and hours to call.
5.6.3.1

Multiple Phone Numbers

When multiple telephone numbers apply, they may be included in one field and separated from each other
by repeat delimiters. The first such entry is considered the primary or the daytime number.
5.6.4 Fixed Measurements and Units
When a field contains a specific observation, for example, patient’s weight, patient’s height, or collection
volume, the default units of measurement for that observation are specified in the field definition. When
the observation is measured in the default units, the units need not be transmitted. If the measure is
recorded in units different from the default, for example, if the weight is measured in pounds rather than
kilograms, the measurement units must be transmitted. In this case, the units are transmitted in the same
field as the measurement. The units follow the measure and are separated from it by a component
delimiter, for example, 100 ˆ lb. Units should be expressed in ISO standard abbreviations in accordance
with ISO 2955.4
5.6.5 Addresses
An address occupies a single field in a record. The address may be comprised of five components (street
address, city, state, zip, or postal code, and country code) separated by component delimiters so that the
receiving party can break them into separate fields as needed. An example would be 52 Hilton Street
#B42 ˆ Chicago ˆ IL ˆ 60305 ˆ USA. The country need only be transmitted when it cannot be assumed
from the context. The components of this field are position dependent.
5.6.6 Provider and User IDs
Physicians’ and other caregivers’ codes may be transmitted as internal code numbers, as full names, or
both, as mutually agreed upon between the sender and the receiver. When both the name and ID number
are sent, ID numbers should come first and be separated from the name by a component delimiter. Each
component of the name is also separated by a component delimiter. The order of the components of the
name shall be: 1) last name; 2) first name; 3) middle initial or name; 4) suffix (e.g., Jr., Sr.); and 5) title
(e.g., Dr., Mr.). Thus, if Dr. John G. Jones, Jr. had an identifier of 401-0, his number and name would be
10
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transmitted as 401-0 ˆ JONES ˆ JOHN ˆ G ˆ JR ˆ DR. When necessary, more than one ID may be sent
within one field. Multiple IDs in one field are separated by repeat delimiters.
5.6.7 Record Sequence Number
This is a required field used in record types that may occur multiple times within a single message. The
number used defines the i'th occurrence of the associated record type at a particular hierarchical level and
is reset to one whenever a record of a greater hierarchical significance (lower number) is transmitted or if
the same record is used at a different hierarchical level (e.g., comment records).

5.7

Examples of Basic Record Types

The following examples are given for a set of transmitted results for a given patient. These will show how
the employment of the conventions defined lead to a valid message. In these examples, the first two fields
of each line (record) of the message body contain the record type and the integer record sequence number
(excepting the header record). Carriage return is indicated by <CR>. To simplify the example, all the
components of each record have not been included. Ellipses (...) are used to indicate fields that are left out
and comments are enclosed in square brackets. Record hierarchical levels are shown by indentation.
NOTE: The user may wish to study the record definitions outlined in Section 6 before reviewing the
samples shown in Figures 3 to 11. Trailing fields, unused, may or may not have field delimiters
transmitted. Both cases should be handled by the receiving parser.

6

Message Header Record

The header shall contain identifiers of both the sender and the receiver. The message header is a level
zero record and must be followed at some point by a message terminator record before ending the session
or transmitting another header record. This record type must always be the first record in a transmission.

6.1

Record Type ID

The character H identifies the record as a message header record.

6.2

Delimiter Definition

The five Latin-1 characters that immediately follow the H (the header ID) define the delimiters to be used
throughout the subsequent records of the message. The second character in the header record is the field
delimiter, the third character is the repeat delimiter, the fourth character is the component delimiter, and
the fifth is the escape character. A field delimiter follows these characters to separate them from
subsequent fields. Another way to view this is that the first field contains H and the second field contains
the repeat, component, and escape delimiters. Using the example delimiters, the first six characters in the
header record would appear as follows: H | \ˆ & |.

6.3

Message Control ID

This is a unique number or other ID that uniquely identifies the transmission for use in network systems
that have defined acknowledgment protocols that are outside of the scope of this document. Note that this
is the third field.
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Access Password

This is a level security/access password as mutually agreed upon by the sender and receiver. If this
security check fails, the transmission will be aborted, and the sender will be notified of an access
violation.

6.5

Sender Name or ID

The purpose of this field is to define the manufacturer/instrument(s) specific to this line. Using repeat
and/or component delimiters, this field may reflect software or firmware revisions, multiple instruments
available on the line, etc.

6.6

Sender Street Address

This text value shall contain the street address of the sender as specified in Section 5.6.5.

6.7

Reserved Field

This field is currently unused but reserved for future use.

6.8

Sender Telephone Number

This field identifies a telephone number for voice communication with the sender as specified in Section
5.6.3.

6.9

Characteristics of Sender

This field contains any characteristics of the sender such as, parity, checksums, optional protocols, etc.
necessary for establishing a communication link with the sender.

6.10 Receiver ID
This text value includes the name or other ID of the receiver. Its purpose is verification that the
transmission is indeed for the receiver.

6.11 Comment or Special Instructions
This text field shall contain any comments or special instructions relating to the subsequent records to be
transmitted.

6.12 Processing ID
The processing ID indicates how this message is to be processed:
P
T
D
Q

12

Production: Treat message as active message to be completed according to standard processing.
Training: Message is initiated by a trainer and should not have an effect on the system.
Debugging: Message is initiated for the purpose of a debugging program.
Quality Control: Message is initiated for the purpose of transmitting quality control/quality
assurance or regulatory data.
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6.13 Version Number
This value identifies the version level of the specification. This value is currently LIS2-A2.

6.14 Date and Time of Message
This field contains the date and time that the message was generated using the format specified in Section
5.6.2.

7

Patient Information Record

Each line of the patient record shall begin with a record type and end with a carriage return.

7.1

Record Type

The character P identifies the record as a patient record.

7.2

Sequence Number

For the first patient transmitted, 1 shall be entered, for the second, 2, ... until the last as defined in Section
5.6.7.

7.3

Practice-Assigned Patient ID

This identifier shall be the unique ID assigned and used by the practice to identify the patient and his/her
results upon return of the results of testing.

7.4

Laboratory-Assigned Patient ID

This identifier shall be the unique processing number assigned to the patient by the laboratory.

7.5

Patient ID Number 3

This field shall be optionally used for additional, universal, or manufacturer-defined identifiers (such as
the social security account no.), as arranged between the transmitter and the receiver. Please note that
individuals are not required to provide social security numbers.

7.6

Patient Name

The patient’s name shall be presented in the following format: last name, first name, middle name or
initial, suffix, and title, and each of these components shall be separated by a component delimiter as
described in Section 5.6.6.

7.7

Mother’s Maiden Name

The optional mother’s maiden name may be required to distinguish between patients with the same
birthdate and last name when registry files are very large. This name shall be presented as the mother’s
maiden surname, for example, Thompson.

7.8

Birthdate

The birthdate shall be presented in the standard format specified in Section 5.6.2.
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Patient Sex

This field shall be represented by M, F, or U.

7.10 Patient Race-Ethnic Origin
The following examples may be used:
W
B
O
NA
H

white
black
Asian/Pacific Islander
Native American/Alaskan Native
Hispanic

Full text names of other ethnic groups may also be entered. Note that multiple answers are permissible,
separated by a component delimiter.

7.11 Patient Address
This text value shall record the street address of the patient’s mailing address as defined in Section 5.6.5.

7.12 Reserved Field
This field is reserved for future expansion.

7.13 Patient Telephone Number
The patient’s telephone number is formatted as defined in Section 5.6.3.

7.14 Attending Physician ID
This field shall identify the physician(s) caring for the patient as either names or codes, as agreed upon
between the sender and the receiver. Identifiers or names, or both, should be separated by component
delimiters as specified in Section 5.6.6. Multiple physician names (for example, ordering physician,
attending physician, referring physician) shall be separated by repeat delimiters.

7.15 Special Field 1
This is an optional text field for vendor use (each laboratory can use this differently).

7.16 Special Field 2
This is an optional text field for vendor use.

7.17 Patient Height
This is an optional numeric field containing the patient’s height. The default units are centimeters. If
measured in terms of another unit, the units should also be transmitted as specified in Section 5.6.4.

14
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7.18 Patient Weight
This is an optional numeric field containing the patient’s weight. The default units are kilograms. If
measured in terms of another unit, for example, pounds, the unit name shall also be transmitted as
specified in Section 5.6.4. Height and weight information is not currently required by all laboratories but
is of value in estimating normative values based upon body surface area.

7.19 Patient’s Known or Suspected Diagnosis
This value should be entered either as an ICD-9 code or as free text. If multiple diagnoses are recorded,
they shall be separated by repeat delimiters.

7.20 Patient Active Medications
This field is used for patient active medications or those suspected, in overdose situations. The generic
name shall be used. This field is of use in interpretation of clinical results.

7.21 Patient’s Diet
This optional field in free text should be used to indicate such conditions that affect results of testing,
such as 16-hour fast (for triglycerides) and no red meat (for hemoccult testing).

7.22 Practice Field Number 1
This is a text field for use by the practice; the optional transmitted text will be returned with the results.

7.23 Practice Field Number 2
This is the same as described in Section 7.22.

7.24 Admission and Discharge Dates
These values shall be represented as specified in Section 5.1. The discharge date, when included, follows
the admission date and is separated from it by a repeat delimiter.

7.25 Admission Status
This value shall be represented by the following minimal list or by extensions agreed upon between the
sender and receiver: OP (outpatient), PA (preadmit), IP (inpatient), ER (emergency room).

7.26 Location
This text value shall reflect the general clinic location or nursing unit, or ward or bed (or both) of the
patient in terms agreed upon by the sender and the receiver.

7.27 Nature of Alternative Diagnostic Code and Classifiers
This field relates to Section 7.28. It identifies the class of code or classifiers that are transmitted (e.g.,
DRGs, or in the future, AVGs [ambulatory visitation groups]).
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7.28 Alternative Diagnostic Code and Classification
Alternative diagnostic codes and classifications (e.g., DRG codes) can be included in this field. The
nature of the diagnostic code is identified in Section 7.27. If multiple codes are included, they should be
separated by repeat delimiters. Individual codes can be followed by optional test descriptors (when the
latter are present) and must be separated by component delimiters.

7.29 Patient Religion
When needed, this value shall include the patient’s religion. Codes or names may be sent as agreed upon
between the sender and the receiver. Full names of religions may also be sent as required. A list of sample
religious codes follows:
P
C
M
J
L
H

Protestant
Catholic
Church of the Latter Day Saints (Mormon)
Jewish
Lutheran
Hindu

7.30 Marital Status
When required, this value shall indicate the marital status of the patient as follows:
M
S
D
W
A

married
single
divorced
widowed
separated

7.31 Isolation Status
Isolation codes indicate precautions that must be applied to protect the patient or staff against infection.
The following are suggested codes for common precaution. Multiple precautions can be listed when
separated by repeat delimiters. Full text precautions may also be sent.
ARP
BP
ENP
NP
PWP
RI
SE
SI
WSP

antibiotic resistance precautions
blood and needle precautions
enteric precautions
precautions for neutropenic patient
precautions for pregnant women
respiratory isolation
secretion/excretion precautions
strict isolation
wound and skin precautions

7.32 Language
The value of this field indicates the patient’s primary language. This may be needed when the patient is
not fluent in the local language.

16
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7.33 Hospital Service
This value indicates the hospital service currently assigned to the patient. Both code and text may be sent
when separated by a component delimiter as in Section 5.6.6.

7.34 Hospital Institution
This value indicates the hospital institution currently assigned to the patient. Both code and text may be
sent when separated by a component delimiter as in Section 5.6.6.

7.35 Dosage Category
This value indicates the patient dosage group. For example, A–ADULT, P1–PEDIATRIC (one to six
months), P2–PEDIATRIC (six months to three years), etc. Subcomponents of this field may be used to
define dosage subgroups.

8
8.1

Test Order Record
General

The test order record defines the attributes of a particular request for a clinical instrument’s services and
contains all specimen information. An order record will be generated by the information system to request
a given test, battery, or set of tests. The information in an order record will usually apply to a single
specimen. However, there is not necessarily a one-to-one relationship between specimen and tests
ordered. Different test batteries will usually be ordered within different order records even when they can
be performed on a single specimen. In this case, the specimen information is duplicated in each of the
order records that employ that specimen.

8.2

Multiple Orders

More than one test or test battery may be ordered on a single order record by using repeat delimiters
between the individual tests ordered in that record. However, in such cases, all other attributes stored
within the order record must be the same for all the tests ordered within that record. Thus, if one wishes to
order one test as a STAT or immediate test and another as a routine test, two separate order records would
be required. In the case that a test battery requires more than one specimen, such as is true for creatinine
clearances, information about each of the test specimens may be included in the single order record
identifying multiple specimens using the repeat delimiter within the specimen ID field.
Although multiple tests or test batteries can be on a single order record, when reporting the results, the
instrument shall produce a separate order record for each unique battery, copying the appropriate
specimen information from the original order record into each of the new order records.
In the event that a test battery cannot be performed, for example, because of hemolysis, the order record
will be returned to the information system with the report type indicator X to indicate that it was not done.
In this case, no result records will be transmitted.
When test analyses are successfully performed, the message returned to the information system will
include the order record followed by result records for each separate observation requested by that order.
The number of such result records will depend upon the number of individual measurements performed in
the analysis. Four test result records would follow the order record for an electrolytes test. Twelve result
records will follow the order record for a BMP.
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Test batteries that require multiple specimens for their performance would similarly be followed by a
series of result records corresponding to the number of individual measurements obtained. The
manufacturer must ensure that the test ID field within each result record contains sufficient information to
relate the individual test measurements to the specific tests, batteries, and specimens ordered.
Microbiological culture results are different. A new order record should be created for each panel of
antimicrobial sensitivities, although multiple batteries/panels may be ordered on a single order record if
desired. The series of antimicrobial sensitivities for any single sensitivity analysis will be reported as
separate result records, one for each result element or combination of elements (antimicrobic, MIC,
interpretation, etc.). Thus, the antimicrobial sensitivity appears logically very much like an extended BMP
result with separate result records for each separate result from each antibiotic tested. Once again, the test
ID field within the result records must contain sufficient information to relate the individual test
measurements with the appropriate antibiotic test and battery ordered.

8.3

General Applications

The order record may be used in four different circumstances:
(1) It is sent by the information system to request a particular set of instrument tests.
(2) It is transmitted back to the information system as part of the results. If the ordered instrument
analyses can be completed, the instrument sends back the order record along with the result records
according to the hierarchy described in this document. If results cannot be produced, for example,
because the specimen is hemolyzed, the laboratory transmits the order with an appropriate report type
(see Section 8.4.26) to indicate this problem, but no result records are transmitted.
(3) The order record is transmitted back to the information system in response to a request information
query. In this case, it has the same form as in paragraph (2) above.
(4) The instrument is requesting demographic or tests-ordered information from the information system.

8.4

Field Definitions

The order record is comprised of the following fields:
8.4.1 Record Type ID
The character assigned to the order record shall be O.
8.4.2 Sequence Number
This field shall be represented as described in Section 5.6.7.
8.4.3 Specimen ID
This text field shall represent a unique identifier for the specimen assigned by the information system and
returned by the instrument. If the specimen has multiple components further identifying cultures derived
from it, these component identifiers will follow the specimen ID and be separated by component
delimiters. For example, the specimen ID may contain the specimen number followed by the isolate
number, well or cup number (for example, 10435A ˆ 01 ˆ 64).

18
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8.4.4 Instrument Specimen ID
This text field shall represent a unique identifier assigned by the instrument, if different from the
information system identifier, and returned with results for use in referring to any results.
8.4.5 Universal Test ID
This field shall use universal test ID as described in Section 5.6.1.
8.4.6 Priority
Test priority codes are as follows:
S
A
R
C
P

stat
as soon as possible
routine
callback
preoperative

If more than one priority code applies, they must be separated by repeat delimiters.
8.4.7 Requested/Ordered Date and Time
The contents of this field shall be represented as specified in Section 5.6.2 and will denote the date and
time the test order should be considered ordered. Usually this will be the date and time the order was
recorded. This is the date and time against which the priorities should be considered. If the ordering
service wants the test performed at a specified time in the future, for example, a test to be drawn two days
in the future at 8 p.m., the future date and time should be recorded here. Note that the message header
data and the future date and time should be recorded here. Further, note that the message header record
date and time (see Section 6.14) indicates the time the order was transmitted to or from the instrument.
8.4.8 Specimen Collection Date and Time
This field shall represent the actual time the specimen was collected or obtained.
8.4.9 Collection End Time
This field shall contain the end date and time of a timed specimen collection, such as 24-hour urine
collection. The value shall be specified according to Section 5.6.2.
8.4.10 Collection Volume
This value shall represent the total volume of specimens such as urine or other bulk collections when only
aliquot is sent to the instrument. The default unit of measure is milliliters. When units are explicitly
represented, they should be separated from the numeric value by a component delimiter, for example, 300
ˆ g. Units should follow the conventions given in Section 5.6.4.
8.4.11 Collector ID
This field shall identify the person and facility which collected the specimen. If there are questions
relating to circumstances surrounding the specimen collection, this person will be contacted.
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8.4.12 Action Code
This field shall indicate the action to be taken with respect to the specimens that accompany or precede
this request. The following codes shall be used:
C
A
N
P
L
X
Q

cancel request for the battery or tests named
add the requested tests or batteries to the existing specimen with the patient and specimen
identifiers and date/time given in this record
new requests accompanying a new specimen
pending specimen
reserved
specimen or test already in process
treat specimen as a Q/C test specimen

8.4.13 Danger Code
This field representing either a test or a code shall indicate any special hazard associated with the
specimen, for example, a hepatitis patient, suspected anthrax.
8.4.14 Relevant Clinical Information
Additional information about the specimen would be provided here and used to report information such as
amount of inspired O2 for blood gases, point in menstrual cycle for cervical pap tests, or other conditions
that influence test interpretations.
8.4.15 Date/Time Specimen Received
This optional field shall contain the actual log-in time recorded in the laboratory. The convention
specified in Section 5.6.2 shall be used.
8.4.16 Specimen Descriptor
This field may contain two separate elements—specimen type and specimen source—as defined in
Sections 8.4.16.1 and 8.4.16.2. The components must be separated by component delimiters.
8.4.16.1 Specimen Type
Samples of specimen culture types or sources would be blood, urine, serum, hair, wound, biopsy, sputum,
etc.
8.4.16.2 Specimen Source
This is always the second component of the specimen descriptor field and is used specifically to
determine the specimen source body site (e.g., left arm, left hand, right lung).
8.4.17 Ordering Physician
This field shall contain the name of the ordering physician in the format outlined in Section 5.6.6.
8.4.18 Physician’s Telephone Number
This field shall contain the telephone number of the requesting physician and will be used in responding
to callback orders and for critically abnormal results. Use the format given in Section 5.6.3.
20
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8.4.19 User Field Number 1
Text sent by the requestor should be returned by the sender along with the response.
8.4.20 User Field Number 2
This field is similar to that described in Section 8.4.19.
8.4.21 Laboratory Field Number 1
This is an optional field definable for any use by the laboratory.
8.4.22 Laboratory Field Number 2
This field is similar to that described in Section 8.4.21.
8.4.23 Date/Time Results Reported or Last Modified
This field is used to indicate the date and time the results for the order are composed into a report, or into
this message or when a status as defined in Sections 8.4.26 or 9.9 is entered or changed. When the
information system queries the instrument for untransmitted results, the information in this field may be
used to control processing on the communications link. Usually, the ordering service would only want
those results for which the reporting date and time is greater than the date and time the inquiring system
last received results. Dates and times should be recorded as specified in Section 5.6.2.
8.4.24 Instrument Charge to Information System
This field contains the billing charge or accounting reference by this instrument for tests performed.
8.4.25 Instrument Section ID
This identifier may denote the section of the instrument where the test was performed. In the case where
multiple instruments are on a single line or a test was moved from one instrument to another, this field
will show which instrument or section of an instrument performed the test.
8.4.26 Report Types
The following codes shall be used:
O
C
P
F
X
I
Y
Z
Q

order record; user asking that analysis be performed
correction of previously transmitted results
preliminary results
final results
order cannot be done, order cancelled
in instrument pending
no order on record for this test (in response to query)
no record of this patient (in response to query)
response to query (this record is a response to a request-information query)

8.4.27 Reserved Field
This field is unused but reserved for future expansion.
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8.4.28 Location of Specimen Collection
This field defines the location of specimen collection if different from the patient location.
8.4.29 Nosocomial Infection Flag
This field is used for epidemiological reporting purposes and will show whether the organism identified is
the result of a nosocomial (hospital-acquired) infection.
8.4.30 Specimen Service
In cases where an individual service may apply to the specimen collected, and the service is different
from the patient record service, this field may be used to define the specific service responsible for such
collection.
8.4.31 Specimen Institution
In cases where the specimen may have been collected in an institution, and the institution is different from
the patient record institution, this field may be used to record the institution of specimen collection.

9

Result Record

The result record shall include the following fields:

9.1

Record Type ID

The record type ID is coded as R.

9.2

Sequence Number

The sequence number shall be assigned as described in Section 5.6.7.

9.3

Universal Test ID

This field shall use the universal test IDs described in Section 5.6.1.

9.4

Data or Measurement Value

Whether numeric, text, or coded values, the data shall be recorded in ASCII text notation. If the data
result contains qualifying elements of equal stature, these should be separated by component delimiters.
This applies strictly to results of identical nature (that is, this field may not contain implied subvalues).
Use of components within this field should be avoided whenever possible.
Multiple results or values, observed, calculated, or implied, for a single test order (i.e., MIC or
interpretation codes from a single antibiotic sensitivity test) must be reported in separate result records
with each result definition defined uniquely by the test ID field as given in Section 9.3. Correspondingly,
the test ID field (see Section 9.3) must be sufficiently descriptive to determine the placement of the data
value with reference to the original test order record and to other result records associated with said test
order record.
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Units

The abbreviation of units for numeric results shall appear here. ISO standard abbreviations in accordance
with ISO 29554 should be employed when available (e.g., use mg rather than milligrams). Units can be
reported in upper or lower case.

9.6

Reference Ranges

This value shall be reported in the following sample format: (lower limit to upper limit; i.e., 3.5 to 4.5).
The range definition can be included by text description. See the following paragraph in this section. If a
substance is toxic, then the upper limit of the range identifies the toxic limit. If the substance being
measured is a drug, the lower limits identify the lower therapeutic bounds and the upper limits represent
the upper therapeutic bounds above which toxic side effects are common.
A result may have multiple ranges, for example, an observation may have a physiological and a
therapeutic range (e.g., serum magnesium is being used to treat eclampsia). When multiple ranges are
sent, they shall be separated by repeat delimiters. Each range can also have a text description. The text
description follows immediately after the range, and is separated from it by a component delimiter. Most
results will only have one normal range transmitted.

9.7

Result Abnormal Flags

This field shall indicate the normalcy status of the result. The characters for representing significant
changes either up or down or abnormal values shall be:
L
H
LL
HH
<
>
N
A
U
D
B
W

below low normal
above high normal
below panic normal
above panic high
below absolute low, that is off low scale on instrument
above absolute high, that is off high scale on an instrument
normal
abnormal
significant change up
significant change down
better, use when direction not relevant or not defined
worse, use when direction not relevant or not defined

When the instrument can discern the normal status of a textual report, such as microbiological culture,
these should be reported as N when normal and A when abnormal.

9.8

Nature of Abnormality Testing

The kind of normal testing performed shall use the following representation: A denotes that an age-based
population was tested; S, a sex-based population; and R, a race-based population. As many of the codes as
apply shall be included. For example, if sex, age, and race normals were tested, an ASR would be
transmitted. N implies that generic normal range was applied to all patient specimens.

9.9

Result Status

The following codes shall be used:
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correction of previously transmitted results
preliminary results
final results
order cannot be done
in instrument, results pending
partial results
this result is an MIC level
this result was previously transmitted
this result record contains necessary information to run a new order

NOTE: For example, when ordering a sensitivity, the information system may download a result record
containing the organism type, or species, identified in a previous test.
Q
V
W

this result is a response to an outstanding query
operator verified/approved result
Warning: Validity is questionable

9.10 Date of Change in Instrument Normative Values or Units
This field shall remain empty if there are no relevant normals or units. Otherwise, it shall be represented
as in Section 5.6.2. A change in these data from those recorded in the receiving system’s dictionary
indicates a need for manual review of the results to detect whether they can be considered the same as
preceding ones.

9.11 Operator Identification
The first component identifies the instrument operator who performed the test. The second component
identifies the verifier for the test.

9.12 Date/Time Test Started
This field records the date and time the instrument started the test for which the results are now being
reported. Date and time should be reported as specified in Section 5.6.2.

9.13 Date/Time Test Completed
This field records the date and time the instrument completed the test for which the results are now being
reported. Date and time should be reported as specified in Section 5.6.2.

9.14 Instrument Identification
This field identifies the instrument or section of instrument that performed this particular measurement.

10 Comment Record
Comment records may be inserted anywhere except after the message terminator record. Each comment
record shall apply to the first noncomment record preceding it. The comment record shall include the
following fields:

10.1 Record Type ID
This record type shall be denoted by C.
24
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10.2 Sequence Number
The sequence number is as defined in Section 5.6.7.

10.3 Comment Source
This field specifies the comment origination point as follows:
P
L
I

practice
information system
clinical instrument system

10.4 Comment Text
Where comment codes/mnemonics are used, the code should be sent first, followed, if desired, by the
comment text and separated by a component delimiter as given in Section 5.6.6.

10.5 Comment Type
The following codes may be used to qualify comment record types:
G
T
P
N
I

generic/free result comment
result name comment
positive result comment
negative result comment
instrument flag(s) comment

11 Request Information Record
The request information record is used by either clinical instrument or information system to remotely
request information from the reciprocal system.
NOTE: Only one request record may be outstanding at a time; the receiver of a request record must
terminate the request, when finished, by means of the message terminator record, or the sender must
cancel the request before sending a second logical request.
The request record shall include the following fields:

11.1 Record Type ID
This field is coded as Q.

11.2 Sequence Number
This field is as given in Section 5.6.7.

11.3 Starting Range ID Number
This field may contain three or more components to define a range of patients/specimens/manufacturers
selection criteria. The first component is the information system patient ID number. The second
component is the information system specimen ID number. Any further components are manufacturerdefined and for use in request subresult information (that is, an individual isolate/battery for a specimen
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number). These components are position dependent. A list of sample IDs could be requested by the use of
the repeat delimiter to separate IDs.
When ALL is entered, and the information system is sending the request record, it is taken to mean all
specimen results ordered by the inquiring system. If the instrument is generating the request record, then
it is taken to mean all demographics and tests being ordered should be sent to the instrument at this time.
The request is then interpreted for that identified subset of specimens as further modified by the test
specifications and date ranges as described below.
This specification does not address how long data are to be retained by an instrument, nor does it require
that the instrument provide the search services implied by some of the field contents. The appropriate
response for a request for results is simply the return of a subset of results that are currently in storage and
can be practically retrieved.

11.4 Ending Range ID Number
This field is similar to that described in Section 11.3. If a single result or specimen demographic or test
order is being requested, then this field may be left blank.

11.5 Universal Test ID
This field is as described in Section 5.6.1. This field may alternatively contain multiple codes separated
by repeat delimiters, or the field may contain the text ALL, which signifies a request for all results on all
tests or batteries for the patients/specimens/tests defined in Sections 11.3 and 11.4 and within the dates
described in Sections 11.6 and 11.7.

11.6 Nature of Request Time Limits
Specify whether the date and time limits specified in Sections 11.7 and 11.8 refer to the specimen collect
or ordered date (see Section 8.4.8) or test date (see Section 8.4.23): S indicates the specimen collect date;
R indicates the result test date. If nothing is entered, the date criteria are assumed to be the result test date.

11.7 Beginning Request Results Date and Time
This field shall represent either a beginning (oldest) date and time for which results are being requested or
a single date and time. The field may contain a single date and time or multiple dates and times separated
by repeat delimiters. Each date and time shall be represented as specified in Section 5.6.2.
If no date and time is included, the instrument should assume that the information system wants results
going as far into the past as possible and consistent with the criteria specified in other fields.

11.8 Ending Request Results Date and Time
This field, if not null, specifies the ending or latest (or most recent) date and time for which results are
being requested. Date and time shall be represented as in Section 5.6.2.

11.9 Requesting Physician Name
This field identifies the individual physician requesting the results. The identity of the requesting
physician is recorded as specified in Section 5.6.6.
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11.10 Requesting Physician Telephone Number
This field is as specified in Section 5.6.3.

11.11 User Field Number 1
This is a user-defined field.

11.12 User Field Number 2
This is a user-defined field.

11.13 Request Information Status Codes
The following codes shall be used:
C
P
F
X
I
S
M
R
A
N
O
D

correction of previously transmitted results
preliminary results
final results
results cannot be done, request cancelled
request results pending
request partial/unfinalized results
result is an MIC level
this result was previously transmitted
abort/cancel last request criteria (allows a new request to follow)
requesting new or edited results only
requesting test orders and demographics only (no results)
requesting demographics only (e.g., patient record)

12 Message Terminator Record
This is the last record in the message. A header record may be transmitted after this record signifying the
start of a second message.

12.1 Record Type ID
This record type is coded as L.

12.2 Sequence Number
This field is as described in Section 5.6.7. (For this record type, the value of this field should always be
1.)

12.3 Termination Code
This field provides an explanation of the end of the session.
Nil, N
T
R
E
Q

normal termination
sender aborted
receiver requested abort
unknown system error
error in last request for information
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no information available from last query
last request for information processed

NOTE: I or Q will terminate a request and allow processing of a new request record.

13 Scientific Record
The scientific record exchanges the test data on clinical laboratory/instrument performance, quality
assurance, or method development. It contains information in addition to the analyte measures found in
the result record, although there are common elements in the two records.

13.1 Record Type ID
This field shall be identified by the character S.

13.2 Sequence Number
The sequence number shall be assigned as described in Section 5.6.7.

13.3 Analytical Method
This text field shall conform to Appendix I of Elevitch and Boroviczeny.5

13.4 Instrumentation
This text field shall be represented by an ID composed of the manufacturer and instrument codes
connected by a dash (Latin-1(45)). These codes shall conform to Appendix I of Elevitch and
Boroviczeny.5

13.5 Reagents
This text field shall include a list of constituent reagent codes, separated by subfield ID. These codes shall
conform to the scheme of The American Chemical Society.

13.6 Units of Measure
The units of measure shall be represented as specified in Section 9.5.

13.7 Quality Control
Specifications for quality control are being developed.

13.8 Specimen Descriptor
This field shall use the convention described in Section 8.4.16.

13.9 Reserved Field
This field is reserved for future expansion.
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13.10 Container
Specifications for containers are being developed.

13.11 Specimen ID
This text field shall represent a unique specimen identifier assigned by the originator and returned by the
receiving instrument.

13.12 Analyte
Specifications for analyte are being developed.

13.13 Result
This numeric field shall represent the determined value of the analyte.

13.14 Result Units
This field shall be represented as described in Section 9.5.

13.15 Collection Date and Time
This field shall be represented in accordance with Section 5.6.2.

13.16 Result Date and Time
This field shall be represented in accordance with Section 5.6.2.

13.17 Analytical Preprocessing Steps
This text field shall contain the description of any preprocessing steps.

13.18 Patient Diagnosis
This field shall be represented as IDC-9-CM codes.

13.19 Patient Birthdate
This should be represented as specified in Section 7.8.

13.20 Patient Sex
This field shall be represented in accordance with Section 7.9.

13.21 Patient Race
This should be represented in accordance with Section 7.10.
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14 Manufacturer Information Record
This record is provided solely for custom use by the instrument or computer system manufacturer. It has
no inherent hierarchical level and may be inserted at any point except immediately following a message
terminator record. It is recommended that this record type not be implemented unless all other
possibilities have been exhausted. This record shall include the following:
•
•

Record type ID—Coded as M.
Sequence number—As defined in Section 5.6.7.

Figure 1. Logical Structure of a Message

NOTE 1: Q is assumed as saved by virtue of the record type function.
NOTE 2: Given the following example, permanent storage of data, by the receiver, should occur at points: E, G, L, M, N, and Q.

Figure 2. Logical Information Storage Requirements
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NOTE 1: This sample is not recommended for implementation.
NOTE 2: Direction: instrument to information system.

Figure 3. Minimal Implementation (No Patient ID or Specimen ID)

Figure 4. No Patient ID; Specimen ID and Multiple Results Shown

Figure 5. Request from Analyzer for Test Selections on Specimens 032989325-032989327

Figure 6. Response from Information System for Previous Request
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Figure 7. Results from Given Ordered Test Selections Shown in Various Formats

Figure 8. Request from Information System to Instrument for Previously Run Results
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Figure 9. Reply to Result Request

Figure 10. Microbiology Order and Result-Download of Demographics and Order

Figure 11. Microbiology Order and Result-Upload of Finalized Results
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Appendix. Comparison of LIS2 and LIS5
A1. Table A1 shows the major differences in requirements between NCCLS documents LIS2—
Specification for Transferring Information Between Clinical Laboratory Instruments and Information
Systems and LIS5—Standard Specification for Transferring Clinical Observations Between Independent
Computer Systems. Other modifications and additions have been made. Not all of the fields required in
NCCLS document LIS5 are required in this specification. It is the responsibility of the user of this
standard to compare the requirements of these two specifications and the changes that have been
incorporated since the last issue.
Table A1. Requirement Comparison Between LIS2 and LIS5
Requirement
LIS2
LIS5
Addenda record
No
Yes (see Sections 5.2 and 6.5.9)
Maximum record length No
Yes (see Section 6.2 and Table 1)
Maximum field length
No
Yes (see Section 6.2 and Table 1)
Error check record
No
Yes (see Section 5.3)
Extended character set
Yes (see Section 5.1)
No
Latin-1(10) linefeed
No
Yes (see Section 6.1.1)
Record Type M
Yes (see Section 5.4)
No
*
Repeat delimiter
Yes (see Section 5.4.3)
†
Component delimiter
Yes (see Section 5.4.4)
Escape delimiter
Yes (see Section 5.4.5)
No
Linked results
No
Yes (see Section 9.4.27)
Multiple specimen
No
Yes (see Section 9.4.29)
orders
Universal Test ID
4-part‡ (see Section 5.6.1)
3-part (see Section 6.6.1)
Time fields
HHMMSS with optional time
HHMM (see Section 6.6.2.1)
zone (see Section 5.6.2)
Result record
Single analytic result value (see Multiple parts permitted (see Section
representation§
Section 9.4)
10.1.4.2)
Manufacturer’s or local Yes—must be defined and
No
code
documented by manufacturer
(see Section 5.6.1.4)
Source of specimen
Specimen descriptor (see
Specimen type and location (see Section
Section 8.4.16)
9.4.16)
*

In NCCLS document LIS5, this delimiter is referred to as a “subfield delimiter.”
In NCCLS document LIS5, this delimiter is referred to as a “sub-subfield delimiter.”
‡
Manufacturer-defined test code added.
§
This record was modified and renamed in LIS2.
†
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NCCLS consensus procedures include an appeals process that is described in detail in Section 8 of
the Administrative Procedures. For further information contact the Executive Offices or visit our
website at www.nccls.org.

Summary of Delegate Comments and Area Committee Responses
LIS2-A2: Specification for Transferring Information Between Clinical Laboratory Instruments and
Information Systems; Approved Standard—Second Edition
General
1.

I have some comments on the entire concept. It seems to be very optimistic and ambitious to expect this much data being
transferred between instrument and LIS (after all the result reports are coming out of the LIS and not the instrument). To
have the ability to transfer all information, even down to height of patient in centimeters, will be extremely costly and time
consuming for LIS vendors, LIS administrators, and vendors of the instruments. Unless the instrument is acting as the LIS
repository for data, and the result reports are being generated by the instrument, I believe this to be overkill. The experience
I have had with interfacing instruments has included several identifiers such as patient name, specimen number, and date of
birth. This should be adequate to match the results coming off of the instrument to the record containing the rest of the
demographics, etc. in the LIS.
The “HL7 format” that NCCLS seems to have modeled this document over is a logical approach for communicating
between instrument and LIS. The fields in the message need to be limited, as mentioned previously, however. I have not had
time to compare HL7 to the format that was described in the document, but they need to make sure that if they are going to
use this type of format, that it is the same as the HL7 format for reporting and interoperability that PHIN compliance is
pushing. It will be much easier for vendors of commercial of the shelf (COTS) systems to incorporate this functionality into
their systems if they are already using the identical format. A different format will require more developmental time and
costs.
One other note on the amount of data fields they are suggesting: Most instrumentation does not require specifics on
diagnosis, height, weight, race, etc. to be inputted for a result to be calculated. Actually, I would guess that this is a rarity if
even applicable. I would not want to have NCCLS suggesting that all instrument interfaces be set up to this extent, when it is
not needed. To suggest a format if it is needed is okay, but only if it is needed.
To sum it up: I feel the HL7 format is the logical choice so that there is a “standard” the vendors can utilize. The extent of
this needs to be limited by application, otherwise the concept will fail due to the high demand on resources and the costs
involved.

•

Response to Comment 1, paragraphs 1 and 3:
The majority of the fields are optional (i.e., it is not necessary for the sender to send this information and the receiver
may ignore this information if it is not relevant for the processing). The existing implementations of the ASTM 1394
standard (predecessor of LIS2) utilize these mechanisms. However, some instruments may need the data (e.g., the
mentioned patient weight, height) for determination of proper ranges in the validation of results or other purposes.
The area committee believes that it is correct to leave the potential capabilities and that the optional use will not lead
to “overkill” as mentioned in the comment.
Response to Comment 1, paragraph 2:
Historically, the message format of HL7 and ASTM 1394 standards has the same origin in the 1980s. However, in the
meantime, these standards were developed independently and the scope for both standards is currently very
different. For the LIS2 document, as a successor of the ASTM 1394 standard, it is more important and relevant to
keep the backwards compatibility with this standard instead of trying to follow HL7 development.
Response to Comment 1, paragraph 4: NCCLS document AUTO3—Laboratory Automation: Communications with
Automated Clinical Laboratory Systems, Instruments, Devices, and Information Systems uses HL7 as a base and keeps
the compatibility with the HL7 format.

2.
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Specifications seem more appropriate to a data manager system that functions as a mini-LIS. The instruments interfaced to
our LIS do not transmit most of the fields specified.
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The majority of the fields are optional (i.e., it is not necessary for the sender to send this information and the receiver
may ignore this information if it is not relevant for the processing). The existing implementations of the ASTM 1394
standard (predecessor of LIS2) utilize these mechanisms. However, some instruments may need the data (e.g., the
mentioned patient weight, height) for determination of proper ranges in the validation of results or other purposes.
We feel it is correct to leave the potential capabilities for optional use in this document.

Section 5.4, Delimiters
3.

“Repeat delimiter = backslash () Latin-1 (96)” should be: Repeat delimiter = backslash (\) Latin-1 (96).

•

The typographical error has been corrected.

Section 13.12, Analyte
4.

The document states “Specifications for analyte are being developed.” Will this be completed before the document has its
final acceptance?

•

The development of vocabulary specifications for analyte is beyond the scope of this standard.
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The Quality System Approach
NCCLS subscribes to a quality system approach in the development of standards and guidelines, which facilitates
project management; defines a document structure via a template; and provides a process to identify needed
documents. The approach is based on the model presented in the most current edition of NCCLS document HS1—A
Quality System Model for Health Care. The quality system approach applies a core set of “quality system essentials”
(QSEs), basic to any organization, to all operations in any healthcare service’s path of workflow (i.e., operational
aspects that define how a particular product or service is provided). The QSEs provide the framework for delivery of
any type of product or service, serving as a manager’s guide. The quality system essentials (QSEs) are:
Documents & Records
Organization
Personnel

Equipment
Purchasing & Inventory
Process Control

Information Management
Occurrence Management
Assessment

Process Improvement
Service & Satisfaction
Facilities & Safety

LIS3

LIS3

X
LIS4

X
AUTO3
LIS1
LIS5
LIS8

Facilities &
Safety

Service &
Satisfaction

Process
Improvement

Assessment

Occurrence
Management

Information
Management

Process
Control

Purchasing &
Inventory

Equipment

Personnel

Organization

Documents
& Records

LIS2-A2 addresses the quality system essentials (QSEs) indicated by an “X.” For a description of the other NCCLS
documents listed in the grid, please refer to the Related NCCLS Publications section on the following page.

LIS6

Adapted from NCCLS document HS1—A Quality System Model for Health Care.

Path of Workflow
A path of workflow is the description of the necessary steps to deliver the particular product or service that the
organization or entity provides. For example, GP26-A2 defines a clinical laboratory path of workflow which
consists of three sequential processes: preanalytic, analytic, and postanalytic. All clinical laboratories follow these
processes to deliver the laboratory’s services, namely quality laboratory information.
LIS2-A2 addresses the clinical laboratory path of workflow steps indicated by an “X.” For a description of the other
NCCLS documents listed in the grid, please refer to the Related NCCLS Publications section on the following page.

Post-test
Specimen
Management

Postanalytic

Results
Report

Laboratory
Interpretation

Testing
Review

Specimen
Receipt

Analytic
Specimen
Transport

Specimen
Collection

Test Request

Patient
Assessment

Preanalytic

X

Adapted from NCCLS document HS1—A Quality System Model for Health Care.
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Related NCCLS Publications
AUTO3-A

Laboratory Automation: Communications with Automated Clinical Laboratory Systems, Instruments,
Devices, and Information Systems; Approved Standard (2000). This document provides standards to
facilitate accurate and timely electronic exchange of data and information between the automated laboratory
elements.

LIS1-A

Standard Specification for Low-Level Protocol to Transfer Messages Between Clinical Laboratory
Instruments and Computer Systems (2003). This specification describes the electronic transmission of
digital information between the clinical laboratory instruments (those that measure one or more parameters
from one or multiple samples) and computer systems (those that are configured to accept instrument results for
further processing, storage, reporting, or manipulation).

LIS3-A

Standard Guide for Selection of a Clinical Laboratory Information Management System (2003). This
guide covers the selection, purchase, use, enhancement, and updating of computer technology supplied by a
vendor as a complete system in the clinical laboratory. The purpose of the guide is to assist hospitals, clinics,
and independent laboratories through the entire automation project in order to minimize the risks and
maximize the benefits. It also includes checklists of items and design aids to be considered at each stage of
planning to assist in carrying out the project.

LIS4-A

Standard Guide for Documentation of Clinical Laboratory Computer Systems (2003). This guide covers
documentation (defined as the information needed to install, use, maintain, or modify the system) for a
computer system operating in a clinical laboratory.

LIS5-A

Standard Specification for Transferring Clinical Observations Between Independent Computer
Systems (2003). This specification details how clinical observations can be transferred between independent
computer systems.

LIS6-A

Standard Practice for Reporting Reliability of Clinical Laboratory Information Systems (2003). This
practice describes a system for collecting data, maintaining records, and reporting on the reliability of
operating clinical laboratory computer systems. The reliability measure will be achieved by documenting the
number, severity, cause, impact, and duration of the failures that a system experiences. This practice can be
implemented with paper forms or computer records.

LIS8-A

Standard Guide for Functional Requirements of Clinical Laboratory Information Management Systems
(2003). This guide covers the capabilities needed for a Clinical Laboratory Information Management System
(CLIMS). It was written so that both vendors/developers of CLIMS and laboratory managers would have a
common understanding of the requirements and logical structure of a laboratory data system. This guide will
also provide more uniformity in the way that requirements are expressed from one laboratory to another.
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